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Abstract. In 1958 Kadison and Singer proved that not every pure state on

a continuous maximal abelian subalgebra (masa) of the algebra âë{St) of all

bounded linear operators on a separable complex Hubert space %? , has a unique

pure state extension to 3§(%?) [5]. They conjectured the same result is true for

discrete masas, and although the question remains open, it was shown by An-

derson in 1978 to be equivalent to determining whether all operators in SS{%")

are compressible.

We define in this paper the /,-subalgebra Jt of SS^), and show that all

operators in J( are compressible. Hence every pure state on a discrete masa

has a unique pure state extension to J? .

Introduction

Let N denote the set of positive integers. Fix an orthonormal basis {en : n £

N} for the Hubert space %?. A discrete masa in âS (%f) is unitarily equivalent

to /°°(N), hence to the C*-subalgebra 3¡ of the diagonal operators in 3§(%?)

with respect to the fixed basis.

The extension problem is: Does every pure state on 3¡ have a unique pure

state extension to 3§(%?) ? Note that a pure state has a unique state extension if

and only if it has a unique pure state extension [2, 2.10.1]. Since 3¡ is abelian,

the pure states on 3¡ are the nonzero multiplicative linear functionals on 2

[2, 2.5.2].
There is a 1-1 correspondence between pure states on 3¡ and ultrafilters on

N, the vector states corresponding to fixed ultrafilters. To see the correspon-

dence, first note that diagonal projections are of the form Pa for some uCN,

where Pa denotes the orthogonal projection in âêffî) onto the closed linear

span of {en : n £ a} , and that their linear span is dense in 3¡ . Any pure state

on 3¡, being multiplicative, will map such a projection to 0 or 1.  Now, the
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relation f(Pg)=I iff a £ % establishes the correspondence.

1. Compressibility

In [1] Anderson shows that every pure state on 3¡ has a unique pure state

extension to â§(%?) if and only if all operators are compressible. Before we

give the definition of compressibility, let us associate with every operator T,

the diagonal operator DT given by (DTe¡, e¡) = (Te¡, e¡), where / e N. An

operator T is compressible if given any ultrafilter % on N and any e > 0,

there is a set a £ f¿ such that \\Pa(T - DT)Pa\\ < e .

In [ 1 ] Anderson proves that this statement is equivalent to the following one

which does not involve ultrafilters:

Proposition 1.1. An operator T is compressible if and only if for every e >

0, there is a finite partition of N into ax, ... , an such that for all i < n,

\\Pa(T-DT)Pa}\<8.

We submit a new proof of this result:

Proof. Suppose first that for e > 0 there is a partition of N into ax, ... ,an

such that for all i<n, \\Pa(T - DT)Pa\\ < e . Let ^ be an ultrafilter on N.

Whenever a finite union of sets belongs to an ultrafilter, one of the sets must

be in the ultrafilter. Thus, there is j < n such that a. e ^. Hence, T is

compressible.

Conversely, we will show that if there exists some e > 0 for which no such

partition exists, then there is an ultrafilter that does not compress T. Without

loss of generality, assume DT — 0.

Consider the set / = {5cN: there is a partition of S into ox, ... , an,

such that for all i<n, \\PaTPa\\ < e} .

Claim. J2" is an ideal in the Boolean algebra of subsets of N.

The proof of the claim is as follows:

(i) N £ J2" , by hypothesis.

(ii) Let S £ S and S' C S ; consider {<t, n S', ... , an n S'} ; then for all

i<n, \\PapS'TPapS'\\ < \\PaTPa\\ <e.SoS'£S.

(iii) Let Sx£Jr, S2£Jr. We want to show that the union of Sx and S2

is in J~. We may assume Sx n S2 = 0 because Sx U S2 = Sx U (S2 - Sx ), and

by (ii) we have S2 £ S =>• S2 - Sx £ S . Take as the partition of Sx U S2, the

union of the two partitions corresponding to Sx , and S2. This partition has

the desired properties.

Now, let SF be the dual filter of J, that is, the set of the complements

of sets in J1-, and ^ an ultrafilter extending &. Any subset a of N with

HT^rPJI < e is in J2", so its complement is in y, hence in % \ therefore

a i %.
So, for all a £ %, \\PaTPJ > e . Hence %f does not compress T.   D

The following proposition reduces the extension problem to an even more

elementary problem (see also [4]), a familiar version to the experts in recent
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years:

Definition. Let n £ N, and ô > 0; an operator T in ^(^) is n-compressible

to  ô   if there is a partition   ax, ... , an   of N  such that for all   i  <  n,

\\P0i(T - DT)Pa)\ < S .

Proposition 1.2. 3§(ßif) is compressible if and only if there is an integer n,

such that every operator of norm  \, on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, is

n-compressible to \.

Proof. We will show that the following four statements are equivalent:

(1) 3S(%f) is compressible.

(2) Every operator of norm 1 is «-compressible to \ , for some n £ N.

(3) There is an integer n , such that every operator of norm 1 is «-compres-

sible to \.
(4) There is an integer « , such that every operator of norm 1, on a finite-

dimensional Hilbert space, is «-compressible to \ .

• (1) «• (2). (1) => (2) : clear, let e=\.
(2) =>■ (1) : by iteration and Proposition (1.1).

• (2) -» (3). (2) => (3): suppose that V« 3Tn such that Tn is not «-

compressible to \ ; then T = Tx © • • • © Tn © ■ • • would not be compressible for

any « , which contradicts (2).

(3) => (2) : clear.

• (3) & (4).  (3) *• (4) : clear.

(4) => (3). Let T be an operator of norm 1. Replacing T by T - DT if

necessary, we may assume that DT — 0. Denote by Tr the restriction of T

to the linear span of {ex, ... , er). Let us say that a partition of {1, ... , r}

into k pieces ax, ... , ak where k < « is good for r if \\PaTPa\\ < ¿, for

i - I, ... , k . Our hypothesis implies that there is at least one good partition

for each r. Next define a tree as follows. An element of the tree at level r

will be a good partition of {1, ... , r}. A partition nr at level r is joined

to a partition nr+1 = {ax, ... , ok] at level r + 1 if and only if ai \ r is in

nr or else ai \ r is empty, where ai \ r denotes the set er( n {1, ... , r} , for

i = I, ... , k . In this case we write tlr < YIr+x .

It is clear that each partition at level r + 1 has a unique predecessor; namely,

its restriction to {1, ... , r}. Hence we have a tree, and it has infinitely many

elements. Also, it is finitely branching, that is, every element has finitely many

immediate successors. In fact, if nr+1 is an element of the tree at level r +

1, and if IT, is a partition of {1, ... , r} such that nr < nr+1, then nr

must be an element of the tree at level r, since HT^T^JI < IIT^'^jT^-H

whenever a is a subset of a'. By König's infinity lemma [6, Chapter 2, Lemma

5.7; or 3, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.2], any finitely branching infinite tree has an

infinite branch. Let n, < n2 < • • • be such a branch. Now define a partition

ax, ... , an of N by letting two integers be equivalent iff they are equivalent for

some n,, j £ N (and hence thereafter). The new partition has the property
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that for all r, there is an integer s > r so that

{ox \ r,..., on\ r} = {ol \ r,..., on \ r},

where {a\, ... , asn] is the partition Us of our branch. Let us show that

this partition satisfies the desired compression property for T. Note that

H-^o- TPa II = linV-.oo \\PrPa TPaPr\\. For any r £ N, we have by the previous re-

mark, an s>r such that PP' = P„tr = P„s tr. But P„s trTP<. = Pn tTP . .r   cr; oi \r rj( \r ffj \r       rJ( \r ot \r   r   o¡ \r

Hence for all i < n, \\Pa TPa \\ < \ , as wanted.   D

Remarks. (1) Note that the proof that (4) implies (3) in Proposition 1.2 actually

shows that an operator T is «-compressible to \ if and only if each of its

restrictions Tr is «-compressible to 5 .

(2) Although König's infinity lemma is quite intuitive, using the Axiom of

Choice, it does not generalize to uncountable trees; in fact there exists an un-

countable tree, all of whose levels are countable, which has no uncountable

branches (such a tree is called an Aronsajn tree), [3, Chapter 7, Theorem 3.3].

2. The /,-algebra

Given our orthonormal basis in %f, we will define in this section a certain

class of matrices, which are bounded and form a "-algebra in 38(%?). We

will conclude by proving that the norm-closure -# is a proper C* -algebra of

^(ß^) which is compressible. Hence every pure state on the diagonal operators

extends uniquely to a pure state on -#.

Definition. Let AT be a matrix with complex entries AT , i, j € N. We will

say that M is lx-bounded if there is a real number m such that

for all i € N, £\€N |Af/y.| < m , and

for all ;eN, El(EN\Mu\<m.
The collection ^0 of all lx -bounded matrices is a selfadjoint algebra in

38 (%*). Moreover, the norm of the operator defined by an lx -bounded ma-

trix is no greater than its /¡-bound [7, Chapter 4]. Jf^ is not norm-closed

(for example, if Tn is defined for each « £ N by Tn(ex) = ¿~^=le¡/i and

Tn(e¡) = 0 for ; ^ 1, then {Tn} is a sequence in ^#0 whose norm-limit is not

in Jf0). Let ^# denote the norm-closure of Jf^ . J£ clearly contains all finite

rank operators, hence all compact operators. Also it contains the subpermuta-

tion matrices (i.e., matrices with at most one nonzero entry in each row and

column, that entry being 1 ). In particular it contains the unilateral shift and

the permutation matrices. It also contains the diagonal operators, and hence

the C*-algebra generated by the diagonal operators and the subpermutations [7,

Chapter 3]. However Jf does not contain all compressible operators, in fact
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the isometry defined by

V =

(\ 0

0 1/V2
0 \|^f2
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

1/V3 0 0 0
1/V5 0 0 0
1/V3 0 0 0

V

is not in To see this, let M be in Jfñ , with /, -bound «? ; we have

\V-M\\2>\\(V-M)ef>J2
i=i v^

-i,

> 1 + (|r, |2 + • • • + |ij2) - ^=(Re(/,) + • • • + Re(O)
v"

2
> 1 - -^m,

V«

where tx, ... , tn are the entries of AT corresponding to the nonzero entries of

Ven . Hence \\V - M\\ > 1. Note that V is also a compressible operator [7].

Our next goal is to show that Jf is compressible. Before presenting the

proof, it is convenient to introduce some notation and establish some facts.

Let AT be a symmetric (« x «)-matrix with 0 diagonal and nonnegative

entries elsewhere.

A splitting of M is a partition of {1, ... , «} into two sets ax, a2 satisfying

for each i < n ,

£>,.,.< £Mi;, if* € ex,    and    £ Mij < ]T Mt,, if i € a2.
;ecr. ;'€ct. 7'6<t, j£o.

Given a partition {ff[, a2} of {1,...,«} , define the inner sum of i, i < n ,

to be the sum J2je(7 AT,.. if i £ ax and X^,6(J ̂ ¡j if '*€ <r2. Similarly, define

the outer sum of i to be the sum T},,„ AT,, if / e ct, and Y],c„ AT,, if / e a-,.

Denote by p(ax, a2)(i) the difference between the inner sum of i and the

outer sum of /, relative to {ax, a2). When no confusion arises, we will write

TV
Define the potential of {er,, a2},  U(ax, a2)  to be J2i<nPr   Basically, a

partition will endow each entry of the matrix with a sign, and the potential is

given by the sum of those signed entries.

We want to show that every matrix as above has a splitting, which amounts

to showing that there is a partition of {1, ... , «} such that for all i < «,

p¡ <0. Consider a partition ax — {I, ... , k-l} and a2 = {k,...,«}, where

1 < k < n . We compute in the next lemma the change in potential when k is

shifted from a2 to ax .
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Lemma 2.1. We have

U(ax, a2) - n(<7, U {k},  a2 - {k}) = 4pk(ax, a2).

Proof. Let us notice that all the signed entries of AT with respect to the partition

{ax, o2) remain the same in the improved partition except for the entries in

the k th row and column, where the signs are reversed, as seen in the picture

below:

/   +

+

-/+

+

k

+     -/+     -
-/+     +     +/-
-     +/-     +

V  -     ...
By an easy computation we get

+/- +

- ^

+/-
+

+ j

U(c7x,a2)-U(cTxL){k},c72-{k}) = 4

k-l >

EMtk
\i=k+l i=l J

= 4pk(ax, a2).   D

Proposition 2.2. Every finite symmetric nonnegative matrix with 0 on the diag-

onal has a splitting.

Proof. Let AT be such an (« x «)-matrix. Let us start with a partition of

{1, ... , «} into two sets ax = {\, ... , k - \) and a2 = {k,...,«} , where

I < k < n and pk > 0. The idea is to "improve" the partition by shifting

k from a2 into ax . By Lemma 2.1, a shift strictly decreases the potential.

Since there are only finitely many possible partitions of {1, ... , «} into two

sets, there is a partition {a,, a2) with minimal potential. If pk(ax, o2) > 0 for

some k , then by Lemma 2.1, this partition would not have minimal potential.

Hence Pk(ox, a2) < 0 for all k, and so {ax, a2] is a splitting.   D

Theorem 2.3.  Jf is a compressible C*-algebra in 3'(ßf).

Proof. Let us first remark that, since the collection of compressible operators is

norm-closed [7], it is enough to show that Jf^ is compressible. Fix a selfadjoint

element AT in ^#0 with /,-bound m and 0 diagonal. Let A denote the matrix

whose entries are the absolute values of the entries for AT. We have that A

is symmetric, nonnegative, and also has /¡-bound m. Denote by Ar (resp.

Mr) the restriction of A (resp. AT) to the linear span of {ex, ... , er} . By

Proposition 2.2, there is a splitting {ax, o2} for Ar. Since each inner sum is

no greater than each outer sum, the /, -bounds of Pa ArPa , / = 1, 2, are no

greater than m/2. By applying the proposition sufficiently many times, we can

get a partition of {I, ... , r} where PaArPa has /,-bound no greater than \ ,
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for each a in the partition. But ATr and Ar have the same /¡-bound, hence

HT^ATPJI < j. Thus ATr is «-compressible to \ for some «, and by the
remark following Proposition 1.2, so is AT.

Now, let AT be any element in Jf^ . By replacing AT by M-DM if necessary,

we may assume that the diagonal of AT is 0. By the argument above, the real and

imaginary parts of AT are each compressible. Since lx -compressible operators

form a linear space, AT is also compressible.   D

Finally, we would like to mention some more general results concerning the

extension problem that have been proved in the last few years. Independently K.

Gregson (Thesis, University of Aberdeen, 1986) and K. Berman, H. Halpern,

V. Kaftal, and G. Weiss (Matrix norm inequalities and the relative Dixmier

property, Integral Equations Operator Theory 11 (1988)) have shown that the

class of matrices with nonnegative entries is compressible. J. Bourgain and

L. Tzafriri have recently shown that matrices with relatively small entries are

compressible.
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